
Why the need for
Premier Life?

• Over half of Irish workers worry about money regularly
• In recent years, it has been proven that mental health
 and financial security are intrinsically linked
• 84% of workers would like their employer to offer
 greater supports on their financial and tax affairs
 (Taxback.com taxpayer sentiment survey)

• 85% of Irish workers believe that the additional benefits
 that a company provides (such as supports on
 health and wellbeing, financial advice supports etc.)
 are an important factor when choosing a
 potential employer
 (Taxback.com taxpayer sentiment survey)

• Employee Safety and Wellbeing will remain 
 paramount post - COVID as some workers may 
 remain working remotely
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What’s
Included?
The Financial 
Success Path
Our detailed course which covers every
element of an employee's financial life
from understanding their money to
planning their estate.

Mighty
Networks
Is the software we use to deliver our
Premier Life courses as well as to foster
our interactive community. Members
can access the service through their
desktops or an app on their phone so
they can engage and learn wherever
they are.

About
Our learning model supports your employees by providing simple
financial management education, engagement and 
advancement for your team members in our financial wellness 
community.

Jargon free and illustrated throughout, the Premier Life 
Programme is delivered online through easy to follow 
educational courses, user friendly calculators, worksheets, 
action paths and complimentary personalised reports. 
Participation is encouraged through engagement and coaching.

Many companies often offer comprehensive benefits. However, 
the area of Financial(Management) Wellness is often 
moverlooked which we aim to solve with Premier Life. 

Premier Life is focused on giving unbiased advice, with no 
upselling of any financial product.

For further information,
please contact

info@premierlife.ie

The Financial 
Coach
Mark is The Financial Coach and through
his social media channels and interactive
7 and 21 day challenges he provides a
helping hand for people to get their
finances in order.

Premier 
Search 
is our innovative search function which
uses ground breaking AI technology to
search course videos for key phrases
queried by the user.

Monthly 
Themes 
Every month a section of the course will be
reviewed by one of our experts via an
interactive webinar and subject matter
expert speakers will also be included.
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